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Nomenclature

\[ C_{ij} = \text{Convergence indicator between aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [-]} \]
\[ C_{x_{ij}} = \text{Complexity contribution of aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [-]} \]
\[ d_{ij} = \text{Distance between aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [Nmi]} \]
\[ I_{H} = \text{Normalized horizontal intrusion severity [-]} \]
\[ I_{sev} = \text{Total Intrusion Severity [-]} \]
\[ I_{V} = \text{Normalized vertical intrusion severity [-]} \]
\[ L_{A} = \text{A weighted loudness on the ground [dB(A)]} \]
\[ n_{a} = \text{Number of samples in a simulation run [-]} \]
\[ n_{conf} = \text{Number of conflicts [-]} \]
\[ n_{int} = \text{Number of intrusions [-]} \]
\[ p_{ij} = \text{Relative position vector between aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [Nmi]} \]
\[ P_{r_{ij}} = \text{Proximity indicator between aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [-]} \]
\[ s = \text{Displacement vector [Nmi]} \]
\[ S_1 = \text{Set of all conflicts without conflict resolution [-]} \]
\[ S_2 = \text{Set of all conflicts with conflict resolution [-]} \]
\[ T = \text{Thrust vector [lbf]} \]
\[ t_{0_i} = \text{Start time of an intrusion [s]} \]
\[ t_{1_i} = \text{End time of an intrusion [s]} \]
\[ t_{sim} = \text{Total simulation time [s]} \]
\[ v_{ij} = \text{Relative velocity vector between aircraft } i \text{ and } j \text{ [kts]} \]
\[ W = \text{Work Done [MJ]} \]

I. Introduction

At present, traffic separation in en-route airspace is primarily performed by ground-based Air Traffic Controllers (ATCo), and relies on a rigid network of airways [1, 2]. The structure of this network historically depended on the physical location of radio navigation beacons, dating back to the early 1950s [3]. This airway system was devised to help pilots navigate safely under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), using simple single channel radios [3]. Even though modern airliners have the necessary equipment to fly arbitrary routes accurately, airway navigation is still used during busy daytime operations in most parts of the world [4]. This is because airways limit aircraft flight paths along predefined trajectories, making it easier for the ATCo to monitor and de-conflict traffic flows [5, 6]. However, as airways do not always allow for efficient airspace usage, this centralized airspace design has been widely reported to be nearing saturation levels [4, 7, 8, 9].

In order to cope with the projected increases in traffic demand, a transfer of the traffic separation responsibility
from the ground to the cockpit has been proposed as an alternative to the current operational model. To realize the resulting decentralized separation paradigm, sometimes referred to as ‘self-separation’, significant progress has been made towards the development of airborne Conflict Detection and Resolution (CD&R) algorithms [10]. However, little effort has been devoted towards decentralized airspace design. In particular, there is no consensus in existing literature if some form of traffic organization, or structuring, is also needed to maximize capacity for decentralized separation; while Free Flight researchers advocate that higher densities can be achieved through a reduction of traffic flow constraints [6, 11, 12], other studies argue that capacity would benefit more from a further structuring of airspace [13, 14, 15]. These diametrically opposed views indicate that the relationship between airspace structure and capacity is not well understood for decentralization, i.e. does more or less structuring lead to a higher capacity? Or, does the degree of structuring required to maximize capacity vary with traffic density?

To answer these questions, this study analyzes the degree of structuring needed to maximize capacity for decentralized separation using fast-time simulations. To this end, four en-route airspace concepts, ranging from a completely unstructured direct routing concept, to a highly structured tube network using 4D trajectories, are compared within the same simulation environment, for multiple traffic demand scenarios. The effect of structure on capacity is subsequently analyzed from the effect of traffic demand variations on safety, efficiency, stability, arrival sequencing, complexity and noise pollution metrics. By including rogue aircraft that ignore concept dependent routing requirements in selected simulation runs, the robustness of the concepts to non-nominal conditions is also analyzed in this study.

The analysis described in this work is performed within the context of a hypothetical Personal Aerial Transportation System (PATS). This setting was adopted to provide the extreme traffic densities, up to 30,000 aircraft per 10,000 square nautical miles, needed to ‘stress-test’ and compare the four concepts in terms of capacity using a fast-time simulation approach. Note that the aim of this study is not to provide any specific conclusions regarding design options for a future PATS; the focus is only on the analysis of the airspace structure-capacity relationship for decentralized separation.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II defines the notion of airspace structure, and describes the design of four decentralized airspace concepts of increasing structure. This is followed in Section III with the setup of two separate simulation studies that are used to compare the concepts. The results of these simulations are presented and discussed in Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally the main conclusions are summarized in Section VI.

II. Design of Airspace Concepts

Airspace structure can be defined as a procedural mechanism for a priori separation and organization of en-route traffic. An example of this in current-day operations is the hemispheric rule, which separates east-bound from west-bound traffic at alternating vertical flight levels [16]. More generally, any a priori structuring of traffic implies posing constraints on one or more of the four degrees of freedom that describe aircraft motion (both spatial as well as temporal). Using this definition of airspace structure, four decentralized airspace concepts, named Full Mix, Layers,
Zones and Tubes, have been designed by incrementally increasing the number of constraints applied. This section describes and compares the conceptual design of these four airspace concepts.

A. Full Mix

The Full Mix airspace concept can be most aptly described as ‘completely unstructured airspace’. In this concept traffic is subjected to only physical constraints, such as weather, static obstacles and terrain. The Full Mix concept assumes that any structuring of traffic decreases overall system efficiency, and that safety is actually improved by dispersing the traffic over the available airspace. Therefore, aircraft in the Full Mix concept make use of direct horizontal routes, as well as optimum altitudes and velocities, to minimize fuel usage and other related trip costs.

As no level of airspace structure is used to separate potentially conflicting trajectories in Full Mix, safe separation between aircraft is entirely dependent on airborne self-separation automation, see Section III.A.3. Since Full Mix imposes no constraints on the path of aircraft, combined heading, speed and altitude conflict resolution maneuvers are used to reduce deviations from the optimal route.

B. Layers

The Layers concept can be seen as an extension to the hemispheric rule [16]. In this concept, the airspace is segmented into vertically stacked bands, with each altitude layer limiting horizontal travel to within an allowed heading range. This segmentation of airspace is expected to improve safety when compared to the Full Mix concept, by reducing the probability of conflicts with crossing traffic for cruising aircraft. However, this increased safety comes at the price of efficiency; while direct horizontal routes are still possible, vertical flight profiles are dictated by the bearing between origin and destination, and the corresponding altitude band with the required heading range. As a result, flights may not be able to cruise at their optimum flight levels, increasing fuel burn when compared to Full Mix. An exception to the heading-altitude rule is made for climbing and descending aircraft; these aircraft are allowed to maintain heading

![Isometric view of the Layers concept with one complete set of altitude bands. Here, each altitude band constrains aircraft headings to within a predefined range.](image-url)
while climbing or descending to their destination altitude.

Figure 1 displays a schematic of the Layers concept. Here it can be seen that each altitude layer corresponds to a heading range of 45° and has a height of 300 ft. With these dimensions, two complete sets of layers fit within the airspace volume used to compare concepts, see Section III.B.1. As a result, short flights can stay at low altitudes while longer flights can improve fuel burn by flying at higher flight levels. This is expected to mitigate the efficiency drop of predetermined altitudes in this concept.

The Layers concept also makes use of the same self-separation automation utilized by Full Mix, albeit with restrictions on the allowed resolution maneuvers. While combined heading, speed and altitude resolutions are permitted for climbing and descending traffic, for cruising aircraft, altitude resolutions would create new conflicts with traffic in adjacent layers. Resolutions are therefore limited to combined heading and speed maneuvers for cruising aircraft.

C. Zones

Similar to Layers, the Zones concept separates traffic based on similarity of travel direction. However, in this case, a horizontal segmentation of airspace is used to separate traffic along pre-defined trajectories. In this respect, the Zones concept resembles the airway-based airspace design used today in that it facilitates travel towards and away from locations with high traffic demand.

The horizontal topology used by the Zones concept, see in Figure 2, consists of two major zone types: radial and ring zones. Radial zones separate inbound and outbound traffic from the center of the topology, which coincides with an area with high traffic demand. Concentric ring zones, on the other hand, function as connections between the radial zones, and separates clockwise and anti-clockwise traffic flows from each other. Aircraft can travel between any two points in the topology using a combination of radial and ring zones. As there is no vertical segmentation of airspace in this concept, optimum altitudes are selected based on the planned flight distance between origin and destination. The Zones concept used for simulations consisted of 41 rings. The number of radials depended on the distance from the center of the topology to ensure adequate separation between adjacent radials; 72 radials were used for distances up to

![Figure 2. Top down view of an example Zones concept, which constrains traffic in the horizontal plane.](image-url)
6 Nmi from the center, after which 216 radials were defined.

The Zones concept also uses self-separation automation to separate aircraft flying within the same zone, as well as to assist with the merging of aircraft between ring and radial zones. Since the Zones topology dictates the horizontal path of an aircraft, heading resolutions are not allowed for this concept.

D. Tubes

As a maximum structuring of airspace, the final concept implements four-dimensional tubes that provide a fixed route structure in the air. Here, the aim is to increase the predictability of traffic flows by using preplanned conflict free routes.

The tube topology can be thought of as a graph with nodes and edges, see Figure 3. The nodes are connection points for one or more routes, while the edges are the tubes connecting two nodes. Tubes at the same horizontal level never intersect, except at the nodes, and are dimensioned to fit exactly one aircraft in the vertical and horizontal plane. To provide multiple route alternatives, the Tubes implementation uses a total of 13 tube layers that are placed above each other, with decreasing granularity. This way, short flights profit from a fine grid at the lowest layer, while at the same time, longer flights benefit from lengthier tubes at higher layers. Finally, it should be noted that aircraft are only allowed to climb/descend through one tube layer at a time.

Unlike the other concepts, the Tubes concept uses time-based separation. This mode of separation dictates that when an aircraft passes a node, it will ‘occupy’ that node for a prescribed time interval. Within this occupancy interval no other aircraft is allowed to pass through that node to prevent conflicts. For each node, an interval list is maintained that keeps track of the times at which that node is expected to be occupied. These lists are shared between all aircraft, and updated whenever new flights enter the network. Furthermore, new flights are only allowed to select routes that are not predicted to conflict with existing aircraft in the network. To ensure that separation at the nodes also guarantees separation within the tubes, all aircraft within the same layer are required to fly at the same velocity. This prescribed speed increases with the altitude of the layer to match the decreasing granularity of the tube network. A major advantage of this mode of separation is that it allows the tube network to be bidirectional, as the occupancy

![Isometric view of an example Tubes topology, which constrains traffic along all four dimensions of motion. The dashed lines are used to indicate the placement of nodes above each other.](image-url)
of a node is independent of travel direction. This simplifies its design, and enables a closer packing of tubes in the
topology.

The time-based separation and preplanned routes used by the Tubes concept makes it similar to some 4D Trajectory
Based Operations (TBO) concepts that have been discussed in literature. However, it should be noted that most TBO
concepts utilize a centralized planning approach in which globally optimum routes are determined using an iterative
approach, after negotiations between an airspace user and an Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) [13]. Aircraft
in the Tubes concept, on the other hand, use decentralized route planning whereby the shortest (conflict free) route
is selected, given the availability of the tube topology at the time of flight plan calculation, i.e., routes are selected in
Tubes using the ‘first-come-first-served’ principle.

E. Concept Comparison

Figure 4 compares the four airspace concepts described above in terms of the number of constrained degrees of
freedom. The figure shows that options for trajectory planning become increasingly restricted as the degree of structure
is incrementally increased from Full Mix to Tubes; while all four degrees of freedom are available in Full Mix, in the
Tubes concept, aircraft have no degrees of freedom, and are required to rigidly follow preplanned space-time routes
through a predefined topology. Between these two extremes, the Layers and Zones concepts were defined to allow
three and two degrees of freedom respectively. This choice was made such that the four concepts span the entire
range from unstructured to structured airspace. Thus, a comparison of the four concepts using fast-time simulations
can be used to analyze the structure-capacity relationship for decentralized airspace. The goal of these simulations
is not to arrive at precise capacity estimations for the four concepts, but rather to consider on how the degree of
structuring affects capacity. Correspondingly, the concepts are subjected to multiple traffic demand densities, and a
relative capacity ranking is performed by measuring the effect of traffic density changes on several airspace metrics.
III. Simulation Design

Two separate fast-time simulation experiments were conducted to compare the four airspace concepts in terms of capacity and robustness. This section describes the design of these two experiments.

A. Simulation Development

1. Simulation Platform and Vehicle Modeling

The Traffic Manager (TMX) software, developed by the National Aerospace Laboratory of the Netherlands (NLR), was used as the simulation platform in this research. The TMX simulator is well established in the ATM research community, and has been used in many previous Air Traffic Management (ATM) related simulation studies. For more information on TMX capabilities, the reader is referred to [17].

In order to simulate Personal Aerial Vehicle (PAV) dynamics, parameters of existing point-mass aircraft models in TMX, which are based on Eurocontrol’s BADA Aircraft Performance Models (APM) [18], were adapted to match the performance specifications of several PAVs that are currently under development. In total, three different PAV types were used in the simulations.

2. Concept Implementation

The four concepts were implemented by modifying TMX’s trajectory planning functions. The Full Mix concept used the direct horizontal route and the most fuel efficient altitude, as determined by the APMs. Layers also used the direct horizontal trajectory. However, altitude was selected based on the bearing to the destination and the matching altitude from a predefined list (see Section II.B). Additionally, distance determined the choice between the upper and lower layer sets; flights with a cruising distance less than 22 Nmi used the lower layer set.

For the Zones concept, the A* path planning algorithm was used to determine the shortest route over its predefined horizontal topology, while the most fuel efficient altitude was chosen by the APMs. Tubes also employed A* to calculate the shortest path, but in this case, it was also used to examine whether the selected route was conflict-free. Here, an instantaneous planning approach was used whereby the occupancy of each node along a proposed route was checked at traffic desired departure times. If any node along a proposed route was found to be occupied by another flight, the corresponding route was discarded, and the A* algorithm backtracked to evaluate the next best solution. If no route could be found, a pre-departure delay was applied in multiples of 10 seconds up to a maximum of 30 minutes. After this period, the tube network was considered to be saturated, and that flight was canceled. Once an appropriate route was found, aircraft were required to follow their preplanned routes as closely as possible, including arrival time intervals at each node.

For both Zones and Tubes, the A* algorithm used in this work had to be modified from the generic version. This was because origins and destinations for traffic were located outside the airspace volume used to design the concepts
Consequently, the generic A* algorithm could yield unfeasible solutions due to aircraft bank angle limitations imposed by the APMs. To solve this problem, the A* implementation in this work differs slightly from the conventional algorithm by allowing already visited nodes to be rechecked if bank angle limits were exceeded, i.e., by remarking ‘closed nodes’ as ‘open nodes’. A complete description of the A* algorithm can be found in [19].

3. Self-Separation Automation

The Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts relied on airborne self-separation automation for tactical separation. It consisted of separate Conflict Detection (CD), Conflict Resolution (CR) and Conflict Prevention (CP) modules. CD was performed through linear extrapolation of aircraft positions over a prescribed ‘look-ahead’ time. Once conflicts were predicted, the Modified Voltage Potential (MVP) algorithm was used for CR in a pair wise fashion, resulting in implicit cooperative resolution strategies. Finally, the CP algorithm ensured that aircraft did not turn into conflicts, in an effort to mitigate conflict chain reactions. Previous research showed that this three pronged system was highly effective in solving multi-aircraft conflicts. Furthermore, this system was found to be computationally efficient as each aircraft is only concerned with its own separation with neighboring traffic. For more details, please consult [20].

Based on initial test runs, a look-ahead time of 60 seconds, as well as separation margins of 0.135 Nmi horizontally and 150 ft vertically, were found to be suitable for the APMs used here. Since the focus of this study is on decentralized en-route airspace, self-separation was performed only within the experiment airspace block, defined to be between 1650-6500 ft (see Section III.B.1). Additionally, aircraft were assumed to have perfect knowledge of the states of neighboring traffic to focus exclusively on the structure-capacity relationship.

4. Wind

In real-life operations, wind uncertainties are a common source of prediction error. To take this effect into account, wind was deliberately omitted from the simulation’s trajectory planning functions to study the effect of uncertainties, which could cause deviations from the planned trajectory, on the four airspace concepts. To this end, wind was modeled as a uniform and time-invariant vector field with random direction and random speed (12-22 kts). Although these conditions cannot be assumed by default, for a short time interval in a small observed area, and at sufficient altitudes to clear ground obstacles, as for the current study, this assumption is adequate for the purposes of this work.

B. Traffic Scenarios

1. Testing Region and Flight Profiles

To create high density traffic scenarios, a small square region, with an area of 1600 Nmi², was used for traffic simulations. Although this research focuses on en-route airspace design, arrival and departure operations were simulated to ensure that the results did not ignore the impact of ground constraints. Correspondingly, aircraft took-off from one of 1600 arrival/departure locations that were evenly distributed at ground level, against the direction of the wind. To
prevent take-off conflicts, aircraft had a minimum creation interval of 60 seconds at each origin, corresponding to the CD look-ahead time.

After take-off, aircraft climbed to the ‘experiment airspace block’, defined between 1650 ft and 6500 ft. Once aircraft entered the experiment block, they followed concept dependent routing requirements, both horizontally and vertically. At a predetermined distance from their destination (which depended on the cruise altitude), aircraft descended out of the experiment block. Standardized climb/descent profiles were used below the experiment block for all airspace concepts, and were specified using the APMs. To simplify simulation development, runway capacity was not managed during landing. Instead, the effect of arrivals was analyzed using the ‘arrival sequencing’ metric, see Section III.E.4.

Relatively low altitudes were selected for the experiment block to limit the horizontal area needed for simulation. Given the constant climb/descent profiles below the experiment block, higher altitudes would have increased the horizontal area needed for the simulations. A larger area would in turn increase the traffic volumes needed to realize the desired densities, increasing computational effort without tangible benefits in terms of the primary research goals. On a similar note, all aircraft took-off from and landed at one of the 1600 arrival/departure locations that were defined in the square simulation area. Interactions with aircraft outside this area would not contribute heavily to an understanding of the airspace structure-capacity relationship, particularly for decentralization. Thus, such interactions are outside the scope of this work.

2. Traffic Demand

Four traffic demand scenarios of increasing density were used to compare the concepts, and were defined in terms of the instantaneous number of aircraft in the air, see Table 1. These scenarios had an average trip distance and speed of 30 Nmi and 120 kts, respectively, and made use of assumptions for future per capita demand for PAVs, see [21] for more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Ultra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instantaneous Traffic Volume</td>
<td>2,625</td>
<td>3,375</td>
<td>4,125</td>
<td>4,875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to different demand volumes, traffic scenarios were created with different demand patterns. Here, scenarios with largely converging, diverging and ‘mixed’ demand patterns were used. These different demand patterns were created by varying the ratio of origins and destinations that acted as sources and sinks, and by varying the aircraft creation time intervals in different regions of the simulation area.
3. Rogue Aircraft

In a separate experiment, ‘rogue aircraft’ were introduced at random time intervals. Their separation requirements were seven times larger horizontally, and four times larger vertically, when compared to normal aircraft in the simulation. These aircraft flew haphazardly through the airspace with continuously varying heading and altitude. Furthermore, rogue aircraft were non-cooperative. This meant that normal aircraft were solely responsible for detecting and resolving conflicts with rogue aircraft using its self-separation automation, in all concepts. Although time based separation is used in Tubes, the self-separation automation described above is used with speed resolutions to resolve conflicts with rogue aircraft alone. By monitoring the effect of rogue aircraft on safety metrics, the robustness of the four concepts to non-nominal events can be analyzed.

C. Simulation Procedure and Data Logging

To enable a fair comparison between all concepts, standardized simulation conditions were used to minimize unsystematic variation in the results. For a particular repetition of a traffic demand volume, the creation times of aircraft, the origin-destination combinations, the strength and direction of the simulated wind, as well as the introduction and trajectories of rogue aircraft (in non-nominal experiment), were kept constant across all concepts. Additionally, scenarios had a duration of two hours, consisting of a 45 minute (traffic volume) build up period, a 1 hour logging period, during which the traffic volume was held constant at the required level, and a 15 minute wind down period, required to allow aircraft created during the logging hour to finish their flights, and prevent abnormally short flights from skewing the results.

Two types of logging were used. Event-driven logging kept track of the properties of conflicts and intrusions as they occurred. It was also used to store flight efficiency data when an aircraft arrived at its destination, including the time interval between consecutive arrivals at each destination. Periodic logging was used to monitor the status of all flights in the experiment airspace block every 30 seconds. This was required to monitor traffic volumes, as well as for computing structural complexity and noise pollution metrics.

D. Independent Variables

Two separate experiments were performed: the nominal experiment and the non-nominal experiment.

1. Nominal Experiment

The nominal experiment focused on the impact of airspace structure on capacity under ideal conditions; although traffic was subjected to a uniform wind field (see Section III.A.4), no other detriments to aircraft motion were included in this experiment. The two independent variables of this experiment, and their levels, are:

1. Airspace concept: Full Mix, Layers, Zones and Tubes
2. Traffic demand: Low, Medium, High and Ultra (see Table 1)

For each of the 16 experiment conditions, six repetitions were performed, consisting of two converging, two diverging and two mixed traffic demand patterns. Additionally, the scenarios were also simulated with and without tactical CR to measure airspace stability, resulting in a total of 192 nominal simulation runs (4 concepts x 4 demand scenarios x 6 repetitions x 2 CR settings).

2. Non-Nominal Experiment

The goal of the second experiment was to compare the relative robustness of the concepts to non-nominal situations. For this purpose, rogue aircraft were added to traffic scenarios during the logging hour, in addition to wind. The two independent variables of this experiment, and their levels, are:

1. Airspace concept: Full Mix, Layers, Zones and Tubes
2. Number of rogue aircraft: 4, 8, 16 and 32

The resulting 16 non-nominal experiment conditions were performed using the ‘Medium’ traffic demand scenario listed in Table 1. Once again, six repetitions, as well as simulations with and without tactical CR were performed, resulting in a total of 192 non-nominal simulation runs (4 concepts x 4 rogue scenarios x 6 repetitions x 2 CR settings).

E. Dependent Variables

Six categories of dependent variables are used to compare the concepts: safety, efficiency, stability, arrival sequencing, structural complexity and noise pollution. The metrics used to access each category are described below.

1. Safety

Safety metrics focus on the ability of an airspace concept to maintain safe separation between aircraft. Separation performance is measured in terms of the number of intrusions and conflicts. Here, intrusions are defined as violations of minimum separation requirements, while conflicts are defined as predicted intrusions, i.e., when two (or more) aircraft are expected to violate separation requirements within a predetermined ‘look-ahead’ time (60 seconds in this research).

Intrusions do not imply collisions. Therefore, in addition to counting the number of intrusions, it is important to consider the severity of an intrusion. The severity of an intrusion, $I_{sev}$, is dependent on the path of an aircraft through the protected zone of another, see Figure 5, and is computed using the following expression:

$$I_{sev} = \max_{t_{0_{int}} - t_{1_{int}}} \left[ \min \left( \hat{I}_H(t), \hat{I}_V(t) \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
Figure 5. Front view of an intrusion. The dashed line shows the intrusion path of an aircraft through the protected zone of another.

Here, \( \hat{I}_H \) and \( \hat{I}_V \) are the horizontal and vertical intrusions that are normalized with respect to the corresponding minimum separation requirements, while \( t_{0,int} \) and \( t_{1,int} \) are the start and end times of an intrusion. Using the above relation, the intrusion severity for the intrusion path shown in Figure 5 is equal to the normalized horizontal intrusion at point ‘A’.

The last safety metric is Intrusion Prevention Rate (IPR). As the name suggests, this metric considers the proportion of intrusions that were successfully avoided, and is computed as follows:

\[
IPR = \frac{n_{cfl} - n_{int}}{n_{cfl}}
\]  

Here, \( n_{cfl} \) and \( n_{int} \) are the number of conflicts and intrusions, respectively.

2. Efficiency

The efficiency of the concepts is analyzed using the work done metric. This metric considers the optimality of an aircraft’s trajectory, and therefore has a strong correlation with fuel/energy consumption. For each flight, the work done, \( W \), is computed as:

\[
W = \int_{\text{path}} \mathbf{T} \cdot d\mathbf{s}
\]

Here, \( \mathbf{T} \) is the thrust vector and \( \mathbf{s} \) is the displacement vector.

3. Stability

Resolving conflicts may cause new conflicts at very high traffic densities due to the scarcity of airspace. The stability of the airspace as a direct result of conflict resolution maneuvers has been measured in literature using the Domino Effect Parameter (DEP) \([12, 22]\). The DEP can be visualized through the Venn diagram pictured in Figure 6. Here, \( S_1 \) is the set of all conflicts without resolutions, and \( S_2 \) is the set of all conflicts with resolutions, for identical traffic scenarios. Furthermore, three regions can be identified in Figure 6 from the union and relative complements of the two sets, with \( R_1 = S_1 \setminus S_2, R_2 = S_1 \cup S_2 \) and \( R_3 = S_2 \setminus S_1 \).
By comparing the number of R1 and R3 conflicts, the proportion of additional ‘destabilizing’ conflicts that were triggered by resolution maneuvers can be determined. Thus, the DEP is defined as [22]:

\[ DEP = \frac{R3 - R1}{S1} = \frac{S2}{S1} - 1 \] (4)

It should be noted that the Tubes concept does not use tactical conflict resolution (except with rogue aircraft). Hence, the DEP has no meaning for Tubes.

4. Arrival Sequencing

Although runway occupancy was not managed for landing traffic, the effect of airspace structure on approach sequencing is examined a posteriori by considering the time interval between successive arrivals at each destination. Both the number of arrivals within 60 seconds each other (equaling the CD look-ahead time), and the average time interval between successive arrivals, at each destination, has been used to measure arrival sequencing.

5. Structural Complexity

Complexity metrics are used to measure the difficulty of controlling a given traffic situation. Although complexity in ATM research often refers to ATCo workload, the class of intrinsic, or geographical, complexity metrics, which only consider the traffic patterns generated by an airspace concept, is most appropriate for this research.

Two indicators are used to measure intrinsic complexity. The proximity indicator, \( Pr \), describes the geographical distribution of aircraft within a specified volume of airspace, enabling the identification of spatial zones with high levels of aggregation, relative to the considered volume. On the other hand, the convergence indicator, \( Cv \), measures the geometric distribution of aircraft speed vectors to distinguish between converging and diverging traffic flows [23].

To compute intrinsic complexity, for each aircraft under consideration, a spatial weighting window that is centered on that aircraft is opened. Then, a complexity metric associated with the reference aircraft is determined by adding together the product of the two above complexity factors for all pairs of aircraft within the reference window:
Here, subscripts $i$ and $j$ represent the two aircraft considered, $\alpha$ and $\lambda$ are parameters fixed by the user, $d_{ij}$ is the normalized distance between aircraft, and $p_{ij}$ and $v_{ij}$ represent the relative position and speed vectors, respectively.

Although aircraft positions are known accurately within the simulation, in real life operations, there is always some uncertainty regarding the precise location of aircraft. To ensure a reliable and robust complexity analysis, it is necessary to take this effect into account. Therefore, the complexity metric shown above is extended by considering all possible pairs of trajectory samples within a spatio-temporal window that is centered on each aircraft, i.e., by time averaging the complexity metric $C_{x_{ij}}$ from eq. 5 over all pairs of samples $ij$ within a specified time interval. Finally, the robust complexity for a given traffic situation is calculated as the sum of the robust complexity metrics for all aircraft present in the airspace under evaluation.

Since complexity is defined for a particular traffic situation at a given time instant, for easier comparison of concepts, it is necessary to aggregate the robust complexity metric, $C_x(t)$, over the total number of samples taken for each simulation run, $n_s$. This is done using a structural complexity metric, $SC_x$, defined as:

$$SC_x = \frac{1}{n^*} \sum_{t=0}^{n_s} C_x(t) + \beta \max_t C_x(t); \quad n^* = \max_s n_s$$

(6)

Here, $\beta$ is a parameter fixed by the user to represent the relative importance of the maximum complexity compared to the average complexity, for a particular simulation run. In this work, $\beta = 0.05$ was selected. It should be noted that no differences to the trend of the $SC_x$ metric were found for $\beta$ values between 0.01 and 0.3. For more details on the complexity metrics used, please refer to [24].

6. Noise Pollution

Noise pollution is analyzed using the $L_{A_{eq}}$ noise metric, calculated as [25]:

$$L_{A_{eq}} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{t_{sim}} \int_0^{t_{sim}} 10^{\frac{L_A(t)}{10}} dt \right)$$

(7)

where $t_{sim}$ is equal to one hour, corresponding to the duration of the logging hour, and $L_A(t)$ is the time dependent, A-weighted loudness level on the ground due to all the aircraft in a scenario, in dB(A). The computation of $L_A(t)$ uses noise-power-distance relations that are similar to those found in environmental noise prediction programs such as the Integrated Noise Model (INM) ) [26]. These relations (not shown) were established based on the data that is available for PAVs currently being designed, including the Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW) and FAA regulations.
governing the maximum noise that is allowed to be generated by tilt-rotor aircraft.

The footprints of the $L_{A_{eq}}$ metric are assessed by calculating iso-contour lines at the 68 dB(A) level. Although noise regulations in the Netherlands are based on the 48 and 58 dB(A) Loudness Day Evening Night (LDEN) sound levels, no requirements have been specified for the large amount of PAV traffic considered in this work. Hence, the next level, 68 dB(A), was selected for the current analysis. The encapsulated area of this contour can be used to compare concepts. A larger contour area implies a larger exposure to noise pollution. More details on the noise modeling method used in this work can be found in [27].

IV. Results

In this section, the results of the nominal and non-nominal experiments are presented separately. For both experiments, the effect of the independent variables (airspace concept and traffic demand/number of rogue aircraft) on the dependent measures is analyzed using error bar charts, displaying the mean and the 95% confidence interval for each simulation condition. As identical scenarios were performed with and without tactical CR, whenever relevant, separate error bar charts are used to assess the need and the effect of CR on the four concepts. These charts are created by consolidating the demand data per concept.

A. Nominal Experiment

More than six million individual flights were simulated during the nominal experiment. Of these, data from approximately three million flights that flew during the logging hour have been analyzed. To gain a better sense on the amount of traffic simulated, as well as to explain the consequent implications on the analysis of the dependent variables, it is first necessary to consider the traffic volumes and densities that were actually realized during the experiment.

1. Traffic Volume and Density

Figure 7a shows the total traffic volume simulated during the logging hour, per simulation run, for all concept-demand combinations. Here it can be seen that the traffic volume simulated for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts
are the same and range from 12,000 aircraft in the Low scenario, to 22,000 aircraft in the Ultra scenario. On the other hand, the Tubes concept is shown to deviate from the other concepts for all demand conditions, even though all concepts were subjected to the same scenarios. In fact, the maximum traffic volume achieved by the Tubes concept in the Ultra scenario is less than the Medium demand volume realized by the three less structured concepts, indicating that demand could not be met by Tubes. This is because the Tubes concept used pre-departure delays and flight cancellations whenever conflict free routes could not be found at scenario specified departure times. As other concepts did not have the ability to delay or cancel flights, all flights in the demand scenarios were simulated.

In addition to total volume, it is also necessary to consider the traffic densities realized during the simulation, see Figure 7b. Here it is clear that traffic density is fairly similar for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts for all demand conditions. Conversely, the Tubes concept resulted in the highest traffic densities, despite the lower number of flights simulated for all demand scenarios (compare Figure 7a with Figure 7b). This paradoxical result can be explained by the fact that aircraft in the Tubes concept were often forced to use indirect and longer routes when the shortest path between an origin-destination pair was congested i.e., not conflict free prior to departure. Thus, average distances were much higher for Tubes (see efficiency metrics), causing aircraft to exist for longer durations in the experiment volume, which in turn resulted in higher densities than the other concepts.

These differences in traffic volume and density for the Tubes concept need to be taken into account when considering the other dependent variables. Although Figure 7a suggests that Tubes has a lower airspace capacity when compared to the other concepts, it should be noted that the figure does not imply that the other concepts are able to, for instance, facilitate the higher volumes safely. Therefore, conclusions with respect to capacity also depend on the other dependent variables discussed below, and cannot be based purely on the amount of traffic simulated. Moreover, whenever appropriate, these metrics are computed relative to the number of flights simulated to allow for a fair comparison between concepts.

2. Safety

The number of conflicts and intrusions per flight for all simulation conditions are displayed in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. As expected, the number of conflicts and intrusions increased with traffic demand for all concepts, see Figures 8a and 9a. Furthermore, the figures also show that the more structured Zones and Tubes concepts led to significantly higher numbers of conflicts and intrusions compared to the less structured Full Mix and Layers concepts.

The effect of tactical CR on the number of conflicts and intrusions is pictured in Figures 8b and 9b, respectively. Here, the results with CR ON reflect the safety of each concept as a whole, whereas the results with CR OFF shows how well concepts are able to prevent conflicts from occurring. As Tubes did not use tactical CR, there were no differences between the ON and OFF conditions. For the other three concepts, the number of intrusions was considerably reduced with CR ON. However, the effect of CR on the number of conflicts did not follow the same trend. For Full Mix and Zones, the number of conflicts increased with CR ON. This was expected, as resolution maneuvers increase flight
distances and the consequent probability of encountering other aircraft. However, for the Layers concept, the opposite was found, with CR ON leading to a lower number of conflicts. This unusual result is further analyzed using stability metrics.

It is also worth noting that the Tubes concept, which aimed at de-conflicting flights prior to take-off, resulted in a very high number of conflicts and intrusions for all scenarios. This was because the trajectory planning functions used in the Tubes concept did not take uncertainties, such as wind, into account. These uncertainties caused aircraft to deviate from their planned flight paths during the simulation, resulting in a large number of conflicts due to the tight packing of the Tubes topology. As no tactical CR was used in the Tubes concept, these conflicts also resulted in a large number of intrusions.

To further analyze trends in the number of safety incidents, the relative velocity magnitudes between conflicting aircraft is computed, see Figure 10. Here, only conflicts between cruising aircraft, and data for simulations with CR OFF, are used, in order to consider the inherent safety of each concept. From this figure, it is clear that the vertical airspace segmentation used by the Layers concept significantly reduced relative velocities compared to the other three concepts, explaining the high safety of this concept.

The effect of the independent variables on intrusion severity is pictured in Figure 11. Here it can be seen that the Zones concept resulted in the lowest intrusion severity, despite experiencing the highest number of conflicts and
intrusions. Furthermore, the figure shows that intrusion severity is not significantly dependent on traffic demand. This suggests that intrusion severity is more a function of the selected CR algorithm than airspace structure. Due to the resolution maneuvers initiated by the MVP algorithm, intrusion severity was reduced when CR was enabled for Full Mix, Layers and Zones, see Figure 11b.

Figure 12 shows the results for the Intrusion Prevention Rate (IPR) metric, which measures the ability of a concept to solve conflicts without causing intrusions. For Full Mix, Layers and Zones, Figure 12a shows that IPR increases with traffic demand, while the rate of change of the metric appears to decrease with traffic demand and increasing airspace structure. This is because the rate of increase of intrusion number with traffic demand is less than that of
conflict number, and the difference between the rates of change of conflicts and intrusions decreases with increasing demand and structure, compare Figures 8a and 9a.

More interestingly, Figure 12b shows that IPR is non-zero for all concepts with CR OFF. These conflicts, termed ‘false conflicts’ as they were resolved without intervention from the tactical CR algorithm, were likely to have been caused by the state based CD method used in this work. As this CD implementation relied on linear extrapolation of aircraft trajectories to predict conflicts, aircraft, which were turning or climbing/descending to follow concept dependent routing requirements, would trigger conflicts if they were momentarily in the projected paths of other aircraft. Figure 12b also shows that IPR increased with airspace structure for CR OFF, and is the highest for Tubes. This suggests that increasing traffic structure does improve the proportion of intrusions that can be avoided as a result of the prescribed routing of the more structured concepts, even though the absolute number of conflicts and intrusions were found to increase with structure and demand.

On the other hand, IPR was found to be very high (greater than 90%) with CR ON for the three concepts that used tactical CR, see Figure 12b. Although false conflicts can also be expected for CR ON, the CP algorithm, which was also activated with tactical CR, prevented aircraft from turning into conflicts, thus avoiding conflicts of the type mentioned for the CR OFF case. Additionally, the similarity of this metric for Full Mix, Layers and Zones indicates that the relative performance of the MVP CR algorithm remains constant. However, as indicated above, the absolute number of intrusions has a greater bearing on the safety comparison between concepts.

3. Efficiency

Efficiency, measured using the work done metric, is shown in Figure 13. Here, a positive correlation between work done, level of airspace structure and traffic demand can be seen. The Full Mix concept displays the lowest work done, and is closely followed by the Layers concept. The difference between these two concepts can be traced back to the inefficient altitudes used by the Layers concept, whereas Full Mix used the most optimum horizontal and vertical flight paths to improve efficiency. The Tubes concept led to the highest work done, implying that aircraft flew significantly longer distances in this concept. For the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts, work done was found to be higher with...
CR ON due to the extra distance flown during tactical CR maneuvers, see Figure 13b. These trends were also seen when comparing the distance traveled between concepts (not shown). Thus, the results strongly indicate that efficiency decreases with increasing airspace structure and density, as well as when tactical CR is used.

4. Stability

The stability of the airspace as result of CR maneuvers is measured using the Domino Effect Parameter (DEP). A negative DEP implies a net stabilizing effect of tactical CR whereby conflict chain reactions are outweighed by those that are solved without pushing aircraft into secondary conflicts, whereas a positive value indicates the opposite, with conflict chain reactions causing airspace instability. The DEP for all concept-scenario combinations is pictured in Figure 14. Note that the DEP is consistently zero for Tubes as it did not use tactical CR. For the other three concepts, the DEP for the Low demand scenario is similar and negative. However at higher demand levels, the DEP increases to positive values for the Full Mix and Zones concepts. This suggests that the maneuvering room available to solve conflicts decreases rapidly with increasing airspace density for these two concepts, making it progressively more difficult to avoid intrusions without triggering additional conflicts. This is particularly true for the Zones concept which experienced a very large DEP increase between the High and Ultra demand scenarios, while for Full Mix, the DEP appears to settle at a value of approximately 0.5.

Although the DEP also increased with demand for Layers, it remained negative for the range of densities considered in this work, see Figure 14. This suggests that the vertical segmentation of traffic used by the Layers concept is more able to prevent conflict propagation from occurring, and is better at assisting the MVP CR algorithm in solving the conflicts that do occur by reducing conflict angles and relative velocities between aircraft cruising at the same altitude, i.e., through the alignment of neighboring traffic. This result explains the reduction in the number of conflicts with CR ON, noted earlier for Layers (see Figure 8).

5. Arrival Sequencing

The number of consecutive arrivals with a time interval smaller than 60 seconds (equaling the CD look-ahead time), per destination, is shown in Figure 15a. This figure shows that the Tubes concept violated the 60 second threshold
the least. This suggests that the time based separation used to separate traffic in the predefined tubes topology almost always ensured adequate separation at the runway. This is because all aircraft used the same descent rates below the experiment volume. Hence a runway conflict could only occur only if two or more aircraft attempted to land at the same runway at the same time from different nodes in the topology (a scenario with a low probability given the reduced traffic volume accommodated by Tubes). The other three concepts, however, resulted in up to 2.6 aircraft arriving with insufficient spacing at the runway for the Ultra demand scenario. Although this is partly due to the higher traffic volumes handled by these concepts, this result shows that some form of arrival metering may be necessary for Full Mix, Layers and Zones. But, as the average arrival interval between aircraft is always greater than 300 seconds for these three concepts, see Figure 15b, arrival sequencing can likely be managed by varying the speeds of conflicting aircraft during the final descent. Given the high average arrival intervals for all concepts, the different ways of structuring en-route airspace are not expected adversely impact arrival procedures.

6. Structural Complexity

Figure 16 displays the results for the Structural Complexity ($SC_x$) metric, normalized with respect to the total number of flights simulated per concept. Here, high values corresponds to traffic situations that are more difficult to control, and those that are more sensitive to uncertainties. Figure 16a shows that $SC_x$ followed a similar trend to the number of conflicts and intrusions, with a clear distinction between the two less structured concepts, which display a linear growth of $SC_x$ with demand, when compared to the two more structured concepts, which resulted in a quadratic increase of $SC_x$ with demand. This strongly suggests that little structuring of airspace, as used by Full Mix and Layers, results in traffic patterns that are easier to control than those produced by the predetermined routes of the Zones and Tubes concepts.

The pre-planned routes used by the Tubes concept were expected to result in the lowest complexity. In fact, the absolute $SC_x$ values were the lowest for Tubes. However, when the results were normalized, the contribution of each flight to $SC_x$ was found to be much higher for Tubes than for the other concepts. The high complexity of the Zones
concept can be traced to traffic convergence at the intersections between ring and radial zones.

As expected, no differences in $SCx$ between CR ON and CR OFF were found for the Tubes concept, see Figure 16b. However, the overlapping error-bars for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts indicate that $SCx$ was not significantly affected by CR maneuvers. This result can be explained by the fact that the computation of the $SCx$ metric considers all possible trajectory realizations/evolutions between aircraft pairs within a predefined spatio-temporal window, negating the effect of the specific resolution maneuvers used to avoid intrusions. Therefore, it can be concluded that the $SCx$ metric is not suitable to analyze the effect of CR maneuvers on intrinsic complexity.

To gain more insight on the effect of CR on complexity, the influence of CR maneuvers on the general complexity metric, described by eq. 5, is displayed in Figure 17. Here, it can be seen that CR ON reduced the general complexity metric for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts, indicating that CR improves the controllability of a given traffic situation, as expected.

7. Noise Pollution

Noise footprints for all four concepts are displayed in Figure 18. This figure was created using data from a simulation for the ‘Ultimate’ demand volume and with a converging demand pattern, see Section III.B.2. Figures 18a and 18b show that Full Mix and Layers resulted in very similar noise loads on the ground, consisting of a high intensity noise
load at the main convergence point at the bottom of the simulation area, that decayed with increasing distance from that point. In contrast, the Zones and Tubes concepts resulted in footprints that clearly depicts the structuring of traffic used by these two concepts. For the Zones concept, Figure 18c shows higher noise levels along the ground projections of the predefined ring and radial zones. This suggests that the Zones concept may allow for easier mitigation of noise pollution by defining its topology along less inhabited areas.

The Tubes concept is shown to have distributed sound evenly due to its grid-like structure, see Figure 18d. Furthermore, Tubes appears to have caused the lowest noise impact on the ground and was the only concept without a high intensity noise load at the convergence point. However, these trends are related to the lower traffic volume that could be accommodated by the Tubes concept, see Figure 7a. Unlike the other metrics discussed above, a linear nor-
malization with respect to the total number of flights could not be used as noise is measured in dB, a logarithmic unit. This complicates a direct comparison with the Tubes concept in relation to noise pollution.

In addition to the noise footprints discussed above, the LAeq metric is used to quantitatively study the noise impact by computing the area encapsulated by iso-contour lines at the 68 dB(A) level. Figure 19a shows that noise pollution at 68 dB(A) is quite similar for Full Mix, Layers and Zones. On the other hand, the Tubes concept, which caused the lowest total noise impact on the ground, led to the largest area at the 68 dB(A) level for the higher demand scenarios. This suggests that the total noise on the ground would have been the highest for the Tubes concept had it been able to meet the required traffic demand. As expected, CR ON led to a slightly higher noise impact for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts, see Figure 19b, as resolution maneuvers increased flight distances for these three concepts.

B. Non-Nominal Experiment

As stated earlier, the purpose of the non-nominal experiment is to compare the relative robustness of the four airspace concepts when subjected to increasing numbers of rogue aircraft. Since rogue aircraft primarily affect safety metrics, the following paragraphs discuss the number of conflicts and intrusions between rogue and 2.7 million normal aircraft that were logged during this experiment.

Figures 20 and 21 display the number of conflicts and intrusions per flight with rouge aircraft alone, i.e., only safety incidents between normal and rouge aircraft were counted for these two figures. Here it can be seen that increasing the number of rouge aircraft also increases the number of conflicts and intrusions for all concepts. Further analysis indicated that the nonlinear increase in the number of rouge aircraft only led to a linear increase in the number of conflicts and intrusions for all concepts, suggesting that all concepts are more robust than initially expected. Nonetheless, Figures 20a and 21a show that the safety of the Tubes concept is considerably more affected by rouge aircraft than it is for the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts.

As the trajectories of rouge aircraft were not known in advance, aircraft in the Tubes concept used the MVP CR algorithm to avoid intrusions with rouge aircraft alone. Since the tube topology specifies both the horizontal and vertical flight profiles, only speed resolution maneuvers were possible. Figures 20b and 21b shows that these
resolutions did reduce the number of conflicts and intrusions with rogue aircraft for Tubes. As expected, CR ON also improved the safety of the other three concepts against rogue aircraft.

The above result may suggest that tactical CR can be used to complement the safety of the pre-planned Tubes concept. However, closer inspection of the simulation data indicated that CR maneuvers made it more difficult for conflict resolving (normal) aircraft to meet the specified Required Time of Arrival (RTA) at waypoints along pre-planned routes. This in turn resulted in additional intrusions between normal aircraft, that were avoided when rogue aircraft were not included in the simulations. In fact, the resulting break-down of the pre-planned routes caused the highest total number of intrusions per flight for the Tubes concept, while for the three less structured concepts, the total number of intrusions was not affected by the number of rogue aircraft, see Figure 22. Therefore the simple addition of tactical CR is not guaranteed to improve the robustness of the Tubes concept. To improve robustness and safety, larger margins could be applied to time constraints at waypoints along a route. However, this would further decrease the efficiency of the Tubes concept, see Figure 13a.

V. Discussion

In this paper, four en-route airspace concepts of increasing structure, named Full Mix, Layers, Zones and Tubes, were compared using two fast-time simulation experiments that involved over eleven million flights. These simulations focused on the degree of structuring needed to maximize capacity for decentralized separation, and investigated
whether the optimal mode of structuring depended on traffic density. The simulations also studied the robustness of
the different structuring methods to non-nominal events. Here, capacity was inferred from the effect of multiple traffic
demand scenarios on safety, efficiency, stability, arrival sequencing, structural complexity and noise pollution metrics,
while robustness was assessed from the influence of increasing numbers of rogue aircraft on safety metrics.

As indicated previously, the goal of this work is not to propose an operationally ready airspace design, but to focus
on how the level of structuring affects airspace capacity for decentralization. In relation to this specific goal, and con-
sidering the results of all metrics in unison, it can be concluded that some limited structure in the vertical dimension,
as demonstrated by the Layers concept, can be beneficial in terms of capacity. This is because traffic demand, in
addition to varying in time, displays no predominant patterns in the horizontal dimension for decentralization. There-
fore, a strict horizontal structuring of airspace can cause a mismatch between the imposed structure and the demand
pattern, as for the Zones and Tubes concepts. This in turn caused artificial bottlenecks at the intersection points of
their predefined topologies, reducing overall performance. On the other hand, the vertical airspace segmentation used
by the Layers concept dispersed traffic vertically, and grouped traffic by similarity of travel direction. This reduced
the chance of conflicts by lowering relative velocities between cruising aircraft when compared to the completely un-
structured Full Mix concept, without unduly affecting efficiency, structural complexity or noise pollution metrics, as
direct horizontal routes were still possible with Layers. These conclusions were not expected as previous research had
focused primarily on either fully structured or fully unstructured airspace designs.

For the range of densities considered in this work, the results of the nominal simulations also indicate that the
optimum method of structuring is independent of traffic density. In fact, the results show a clear distinction between
the two less structured and the two more structured concepts; while performance degraded with increasing density for
all concepts, it did so at a much higher rate for Zones and Tubes. In particular, the safety of the Zones and Tubes
concepts deteriorated rapidly for the higher densities, indicating that the airspace had become saturated for these two
highly structured concepts. When considering the fact that route planning was more computationally intensive for
Zones and Tubes, the additional constraints imposed on traffic by these two concepts did not translate into benefits in
terms of capacity.

The clear distinction between the two more and two less structured concepts was not, however, found for the
results of the non-nominal simulations. In that experiment, the safety of the Full Mix, Layers and Zones concepts
was not significantly affected by rogue aircraft. This suggests that tactical conflict resolution, which was used natively
by these three concepts to resolve conflicts between nominal aircraft, could also effectively compensate for non-
cooperative aircraft, without adversely affecting capacity. This was not the case for the Tubes concept. Here, the
uncertainties caused by rogue aircraft made it difficult for nominal aircraft to adhere to time constraints at waypoints
along a route. The resulting break down of the pre-planned space-time routes used by Tubes to separate aircraft caused
a large number of unintended conflicts and intrusions. The performance of Tubes was also affected by wind for the
same reason. While all concepts were negatively influenced by uncertainties, the current results show that the safety
of highly structured and planned airspace concepts is particularly vulnerable to variations between the intended and actual flight trajectories.

For many metrics, the Full Mix and Layers concepts exhibited very similar behavior. The similarity between these two concepts was highlighted by their noise footprints, which were indistinguishable. The only difference between these two concepts is the method of altitude selection; aircraft in Full Mix used the most fuel-efficient altitude, while for Layers, altitude was dependent on the direction to the destination. Therefore, Full Mix was expected, and was also found, to be slightly more energy efficient. However, the similarity in efficiency between these two concepts may be a result of the short cruising distances used in this work, and longer distances may further increase the efficiency differences between Full Mix and Layers.

Although the vertical structuring used by Layers reduced efficiency relative to the unstructured Full Mix concept, it led to the highest stability of all four structuring options. This high stability was reflected by the negative Domino Effect Parameter (DEP) values logged for all densities in the Layers concept. A negative DEP indicates a reduction in the number conflicts when the tactical Conflict Resolution (CR) algorithm is enabled, even though CR maneuvers increase flight distances and, correspondingly, the probability of encountering other aircraft. It is hypothesized that a negative DEP is caused by the alignment of neighboring traffic, and the consequent reduction of relative velocities that aids CR performance, a behavior that is further amplified by the limited heading ranges available to cruising aircraft in the Layers concept. Although negative DEPs were also found for Full Mix and Zones at low demand levels, at higher densities, these modes of structuring transitioned to positive DEP values, indicating a greater degradation of airspace stability with density. Hence, the stability analysis indicates that the altitude constraints utilized by Layers can accommodate even higher densities than what was considered in this work, without significantly reducing safety or efficiency. This reiterates the notion that a limited degree of vertical structuring can be beneficial for the capacity and robustness of decentralized airspace.

It should be noted that the results of this study are, to some degree, sensitive to the specific parameter settings selected for the concepts. However, given the magnitude of the differences in all of the results, as well as the consistency between results, it is unlikely that the overall trends are affected by different settings; capacity for decentralization was found to improve when structural constraints did not affect the horizontal path of aircraft. This conclusion is most applicable for traffic scenarios without any distinct horizontal patterns. For traffic demand cases with discernible horizontal patterns, such as for current hub-and-spoke operations, airspace concepts that permit flexible routing in the horizontal direction are also expected to perform well, as such structuring would not conflict with any demand pattern. Nonetheless, it may be possible to tailor the topologies of more structured concepts to match such scenarios.
VI. Conclusions

This work investigated the degree of structuring needed to maximize capacity for decentralized en-route airspace. To this end, four decentralized en-route airspace concepts of increasing structure were compared using fast-time simulations. For the studied densities, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Capacity benefits when the horizontal path of aircraft is not over-constrained. This is because traffic demand displays no predominant patterns in the horizontal dimension, for decentralization.

- Capacity is maximized when vertical constraints are used to separate traffic with different travel directions at different flight levels. This mode of structuring improved performance over completely unstructured airspace by decreasing relative velocities between aircraft cruising at the same altitude, while allowing direct horizontal routes. The reduced relative velocities also increased the stability of the airspace to tactical conflict resolutions.

- Conversely, structuring modes that imposed horizontal constraints caused a convergence of traffic at the intersections of structural elements. These traffic concentrations reduced overall performance for such concepts.

- The optimum method of structuring was found to be independent of density. Capacity generally benefited from a reduction of structural constraints.

- Robustness to uncertainties is significantly reduced when decentralization using time based separation is combined with a predefined and fixed three dimensional route structure.
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